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Abstract

To describe systematicity in the complex dynamics of deterministic models of various media (worlds), we have
proposed a new framework in place of a conventional framework which entails the concept of possible states and the
state-set. A significant characteristic of this framework is that it adopts what coiresponds to specifications of actual
state of limited parts of the world with limited accuracies as the worlds' equally primary elements, instead of intro-
ducing statistical ensemble. Content of a state of a world is defined not by the position of the state in other possible but
unrealized states but by the relations among other realized states. We discuss how the systematicity of the world should
be described without its "ground" originating in an external viewpoint, and how differences in some basic features of
the dynamics models are distinguished in this framework.
@ 2W2 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

When we study the complex behavior of various media, such as molecular chemical systems, nervous systems, social
systems, and more comprehensive systems (we call these systems worlds in general), one purpose is to extract syste-
maticity in their dynamics. Here, systematicity means that which defines systems (or indiuiduals or unities) in a world,
and characterizes them. Extraction of the systematicity is a problem which is essential to answer the question: "What is
a lioing system or an orgaruSm (e.g., [])?"

Earlier studies have adopted various, and sometimes conflicting, properties found in patterns or structures of the
worlds' dynamics as ones which represent systematicity; for example, integration, homogeneity, stability, complexity,
adaptability, hierarchy, and combinations of these. For the quantification of these properties as systematicity, most of
the previous studies have depended on characteristics based on a statistical framework, exemplified by information-
theoretical characteristics (e.g., [2]). The statistical framework essentially necessitates the concept of a state-set (state
space), which is an aggregation of the studied world's possible but unrealized states.

This conventional framework characterizes a world from some specific viewpoint, exterior to that world, and has
enabled us to study various worlds in a comprehensive way. However, presupposing a priori a structure of knowledge
such as the state-set from an external viewpoint may entail risks in deriving systematicity, which is not intrinsic to the
way the world actually r. For example, when a world changes relatively with respect to a metric presupposed by an
external observer, even ifthe change does not exist from internal viewpoints, the observer "detects" the change, which is
not intrinsic to the way the world actually is. Therefore, we would propose the question: "Is it possible to describe
systematicity based only on how the world actually is, and not presupposing an a priori structure of knowledge from an
external viewpoint?"
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Following this line of questioning, in this paper we propose a new framework which takes the place of the conven-

tional one for describing systematicity in ttre dynlmics of a world's model (also for which we will use the label "world").

The point of this framiwtrk is thai its primary elements are the ways limited parts of the world actually are- In o1[r

framework, the systematicity, intrinsic to the way the world actually is, is described only using relations among these

primary elements, independint of an external viewpoint. The state-set is to be reconstructed as a derivative concept.

In Section 2, the constitution of the framework ii described, and some choices on fixing the framework are specified.

In Section 3, we show how differences in some of the basic features of worlds are discriminated in this framework, and

how the choices on the constitution of the framework differentiate the descriptions of the worlds. In Section 4, an

example of applying the framework to a simple dynamical model is presented. Finally, in Section 5, topics remaining for

future work, and our conclusions, are presented.

2. Constitution of the proposed framework

Observing the dynamics of various worlds only with infinite accuracy, there are equivalent chains of states, with no

difference in their systematicity that can be disciiminated. This indicates that systematicity is that which can be at-

tributed not to the entire world, but to limited parts of the world. our framework thus adopts what correspond to how

limited parts of the world actually are, as its equally primary elements, instead of presupposing the concept of possible

but unrealized states. we call theie primary elements 
^sug$crss. 

The sUBJECTs are the limited parts of the world to

which systematicity can be attributed'
In the conventional framework , the content of a realiznd state of the world (with finite or infinite accuracy) is de-

termined by its relative position among the other possible but unrealized states, in the state-set. The "entropy of a state"

in statistical information theory [3] is contained within this definition. In contrast, in the framework proposed in this

study, the content of a sUBJEir ir a.no" d as the whole of necessity for the SUBJECT. This should be considered to be

what brings the SUBJECT into existence, and is defined by the relations named connections of necessity with other

SUBJECTs. Consequently, in this framework, the dynamics of a world can be expressed in a directed-graphJike form

in which the vertices repiesent the SUBJECTs, and the edges represent the connections of necessity- The whole of

necessity for a SUBJECT is expressed as its partial structure'

we consider that the sys6m;ticity of a pari of the world is described by the change of its content with the passage of

time. Therefore, in this framework, the description of the systematicity in the world's dynamics is given by extracting

the time evolution of the whole of necessity for a SUBJECT (and also for an assembly of SUBJECTs). For this ex-

traction, it is necessary to define u ,"qr.r"*r" of suBJECTs along which changes of the whole of necessity for the

SUBJECT are to be tracked with time. The definition of the sequences to be tracked depends on the choice of viewpoint

to specify the self-identity of the SUBJECT-
To sum up, the constiiution of the framework proposed in this study is determined by making explicit the following

matters:

l. states which correspond to SUBJECTs;
2. the relations which correspond to the connections of necessity;

3. a definition of the whole of necessity for a SUBJECT;
4. a definition of self-identity of a SUBJECT with the passage of time.

In this section, initially the SUBJECT and the connection of necessity are defined, in contrast with the conventional

framework (Sections i: ana 2.2). Secondly, using these constituent elements of the framework, the whole of necessity

for a SUBJECT is defined (Section 2.4). Flnaily, by defining how to track the time evolution of the whole of necessity

for a SUBJECT, the form of description of the systematicity in this framework is shown (Section 2'7).

In this process, we must make a choice about the definition of SUBJECT. The choice determines the difference in

what kind of features of the dynamics is to be extracted as a difference in systematicity. Some examples of the choice

and features of the dynamics extracted by them are presented in Section 3.

Definition of SUBJECT

First, in contrast with the conventional framework, we define what concept corresponds to SUBJECT, the primary

element of the proposed framework. We stated above that SUBJECTs represent how limited parts of the world actually

are, i.e., the spicifications of the actual state of the world extended in time from the past until the present, in limited

spatio-temporal regions, limitecl degrees of freedom, and with limited accuracies. Let us examine this in detail-
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In the conventional framework based on the state-set (here the concept of states is restricted to the classical one), a
state-set, ,S,, which represents a set of possible states, is assigned at each time parameterized by t e ln (usually S, : ,S for
all t e T). The most detailed specification of the way an entire world has actually been, up to the present time, is given as
an element ,'": {w(t)\elo in the direct product (/o =fl,67oS, of the state-sets. Here, Ito represents a subset of T,
from as far as possible in the past to the present time, represented by l: /0. When a world is defined on Z: R,
I'o : (-oo, re). When a world is defined on ?" : Z, Tto : [..., ro - 2,to- l, to].

Initially, the subsets of f,lo expressed as

二=Π Z詢 ″(′)∈ Z′冥S (′=∃1 ) ,  Z r =島 ←≠ 亀) ,
ter,o

are considered. We label rr € Z'o as the time referred to by L, and label L,, as the refening set of L. Here, we define the
actual state of a limited part of the world with a limited precision - this will hereinafter be abbreviated as ASLP - as a
subset of Qto, denoted by the following recursive definition:

1.each subset of Ω わwith expression(1)referring to any time,′ ,on

2.every intersection of ASLPs is ASLP;

3。 only subsets of Ω)ro which satisfy either of the conditions l,2 are

These subsets are denoted by the foHowing expression:

Z=ΠZめWO∈ι′算,0∈
∃び), Z′=島←ダび)・

r c r′o

We label tl c Tto as the domain of time referred to by L, and label Lt, t e U as the referring sets of L.In particular, for
"usual" worlds whose time evolution rules derive states at a time only from states at immediately before that time, it is
sufficient to consider only the subsets in the form of expression (l) as ASLPs. Note that the subsets of O'o which do not
contain ar'o - the way the entire woild actually is - are excluded from the ASLPs.

In the set of ASLPs denoted by expressions (l) or (2), only the ones which satisfy some proper condition have cor-
responding SUBJECTs. Here, there exists a choice for the condition of the ASLPs to have corresponding SUBJECTs:

What condition is to be imposed on ASLPs to have corresponding SUBJECTs?

The easily handled conditions are ones which reflect structures introduced into & or O'o such as topological or metric
ones. For example, we restrict the ASLPs which have corresponding SUBJECTs to ones whose referring sets are:

(i) connected with respect to some topology on ^S,;
(ii) convex with respect to some linear combination defined on &;
(iii) a set of all s e,S, within a certain distance from w(r) with respect to some metric defined on S,; or
(iv) restricting the ASLPs to ones which refer to a domain of time that is connected on Z'0, etc.

A guide as to what condition should be imposed relates to the invariance of the systematicity of a world with respect
to changes of viewpoint. Now, let (us think tha| the systematicity of the world is invariant with respect to some change
of viewpoint, e.g., coordinate transformation. Then, to separate only the systematicity intrinsic to the world, the
conditions with which the set of all SUBJECTs is dominated by this change of viewpoint should not be imposed. For
example, if (we think that) models which are mutually mapped to each other by topologically continuous coordinate
transformations represent the same world, and that their systematicity should be identical, then imposing some metrical
conditions is not appropriate, because it may cause disagreement in the set of all SUBJECTs among the models.

L denotes a SUBJECT corresponding to an ASLP .L. The set of all SUBJECTs is denoted by 9. I also depends on
the present time, /6, although it is not denoted explicitly.

2.2. Definition of connection of necessity

In this section, we determine which relation found between ASLPs is adopted as a connection of necessity between the
corresponding SUBJECTs. We define two kinds of connections of necessity between the SUBJECTs; logical connection,
Cly'r-, and causal connection, Cl/c. The whole of necessity for a SUBJECT is defined using these connections.

Firstly, it is possible to introduce a semi-order relation between the SUBJECTs being equivalent to the inclusion
relation between corresponding ASLPs. For a pair of SUBJECTs, L and K, if the corresponding ASLPs, L and K,
satisfy L c K, i.e., Z is finer than K (since this means that K is a logical necessary condition of Z), then we define that a
logical connection from K to L exists. We write this relation as CI[(L,K):

rb is ASLP;

ASLP.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Reversing this correspondence, we can redefin e a)to as the minimum
at time / on Tto with infinite accuracy, as the minimltm with respect
refer to t.

Secondly, we determine stepwise the definition of the causal connection between the SUBJECTs. In this paper, we

focus on worlds whose time evolution rules are deterministic. In general, denotation of any state specification is given as

a subset of Qh. Hence, the relation of causal concluding defined by the world's time evolution rule possessing the

direction of causality is expressed as a relation on the power set of f,/n. When X c dh causally concludes I C O'n, it is

expressed as XQY.
Earlier, we defined the causal order between SUBJECTs. For a pair of SUBJECTs, M and N, let Uu and Urv

represent the domains of time to which the corresponding ASLPs, M and N, refer, respectively. As M ls coexistent with

N, it means that (Up q UN) v (U, 1 Un) holds. If either of CilL(N, M) or CNL(M, N) is satisfied, then M is coexistent

with N. However, even if two SUBJECTs are coexistent, CNy does not necessarily exist between them. If M dsprrbr /o N,

or i f  N  ispos ter io r  toM, then i tmeanstha tMisnotcoex is ten tw i thN,andtha t ) tuQ(Ju ,v tpeUy( ty  < t1y)ho lds .
When SUBJECTs M, N and their corresponding ASLPs M,N satisfy the following conditions:

(4)

of g with respect to CNy, and the concept of state
to CNs of SUBJECTs whose corresponding ASLPs

(M is prior to N),

vy cN(=z c dttu(zyy) --+ 3x c M(xOr)),

vx c M(tz c dYo(x6z) ) rY c N(xyr)),

we denne that M causally concludes N,writing this relation as CC(N,M).

In general,non―unique SUBJECTs which are not c9existent with each other and which causany conclude the same

SUBJECT N may exist.Among such SUBJECTs,when M is not priorto any others,we say that Mおα夕 ``“ご′θ No We

let only a SUBJECT that is attacent tO N satisfy a necessary condition to have the causal connection,CNc,to N。

Non―unique SUBJECTs which are coexistent with each other and causany conclude N may also existin such cascs

where the world's tilne evolution rule is non―invertible(See section 3):

tNtr, i  € IICC(N,Mi) n (M is coexistent wittr M; for i , i  e /)).

ln such SUBJECTs, we allow only one which is maximal with respect to Clfl-, i.e., which does not receive CN1- from any

other SUBJECTs in {Mt},.r, satisfy a necessary condition to send the causal connection to N.

In summing the above conditions, when M is the unique SUBJECT which satisfies the following conditions for N:

(5a)

(5b)

(5c)

(6)

C C ( N , M ) ,

∀K∈ ノ(CC(N,K)ず (M iS not prior to K)),

VK∈ ノ((CC(N,K)A M is Coexistent with K)→
¬釧 L(M,K)),

we define that a causal connection from M to N exists, writing this relation as CNg(N, M) (see Fig. l). When such M is

not determined uniquely, then we allow no SUBJECT to send CNc to N.
We elucidate the definition of CNq especially for the usual world whose time evolution rule derives any states at a given

time only from states at the time immediately before it. Let a map 6('t') ' 5, * ^S,, denote the world's time evolution

nrle (when the rule is independent of time, it is ixpressed using one-paiameter semigroup {("} as vt,/(t < /)(Q('/) : E"-').

● SUBJEC丁 M2

～ CC

―――‐ C N L

M i

Fig. l. Schematic representation of the definition of CNs.
between the SUBJECTs. Considering the SUBJECT which
satisfy the condition at (7c). Therefore, only CNc(L, M2) is

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

CNc(L,M2)

Let the relations of causal concluding shown on the left-hand side keep

sends CNc to L, M1 does not satisfy the condition at (7b). M3 does not

possible, as on the right-hand side.

M2
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● SUBJEC丁

¨~ ~→ C N L

^\-? CWC

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the description (9,CNL,CN1). The SUBJECTs are arranged so that the CNq's turn to the hor-
izontal direction, and the CN1's turn to the vertical direction. From the definitions of CNs and CNs, there may exist many SUBJECTs
which send a Cly'r- to a SUBJECT, but there exists (at most) one SUBJECT which sends a CNs to a SUBJECT. Cly'g satisfies the
transitive law.

Here島 =S fOr an′ ∈r and ζ
S:S― →S)。In these cases,the SUBJECTs to be considered are restricted to ones

whose corresponding ASLPs are in the fOrm of expression(1)。 For such L,let τ (L)denote the time to which its cor‐
responding tt refers.Then conditions(5a)一 (5c)whiCh deane the causal concluding of N by M are expressed more
specifically:

r (M) 1t (N) , (8a)

(8b)

(8c)

Here, M : {M'} and N : {/f,} are the ASLPs corresponding to M and N, respectively. And conditions (7a}{7c) which
define the causal connection from M to N are expressed as

CC(N,M), 。

VK∈ ノ(CC(N,K)→ τ(K)≦ τ(M)),

VK∈ ノ(CC(N,K)∧ τ(M)=τ (K)→ ¬CNL(K,M))。
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(9b)

(9C)

We note the flow of CNg. From the definition of CNc, in (7a){7c) or in (9a}{9c), for any N, there does not always exist
an M which is prior to N, and satisfies Cilc(N,M). Likewise, not every N sends ClVg to some posterior SUBJECT.
When there does not exist a SUBJECT which sends Cly'g to a SUBJECT L, and L sends Ci/s to a posterior SUBJECT,
it means beginning of a line of flow of CNs. On the other hand, when there exists a SUBJECT which sends CNc to a
SUBJECT L, but L does not send Cifs to any posterior SUBJECT, it means a terminating of a line of flow of CNs. The
aspect of such beginning and terminating in the flow of Cl/c is an indication of differences in the worlds' time evolution
rules, and it depends on the choice of the condition at (3). This point will be illustrated in Section 3.

Fig. 2 describes a world in the form of structure (9,CN6CNg). Typical changes in the relation between a pair of
SUBJECTs are shown in Fig. 3.

2.3. Equiaalence relation between worlds

A remarkable feature of our proposed framework is that it describes the world's dynamics in terms of relation
between static stttcture specified by logical connection Ci/r- and dynamic structure specified by causal connection CNs.
On this point, the proposed framework resembles the formal model of dynamical system by Louie [4]. As a consequence
from this feature, the framework derives an equivalence relation on the set of worlds. In other words, there are classes of
worlds, and worlds in a class are not distinguished from the viewpoint of the framework. In this section. we discuss this
relation.

To simplify the discussion, we focus on a "usual" world which is defined by a time evolution rule {4(r-e'4 :Sr_. +
S,),.r,,, and the way a;4r :_{w(t)},er,o it has actually been up to ,0. Here, r - e denotes the time immediaiely before r (if
ln : lR, then e : dt, and if T : Z, thene : l).

′準
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( a ) ( b )

( d )

ヽ
● SUBJEC丁

― ― ―レ CN L

― C N  c

Fig. 3. Typical changes in the relation between a pair of SUBJECTs in the structure (9,CNy,CiVq). For a pair of sequences of

SUBJECTs defined by CNs: (a) CNubecomes held bitween the two with an arising new line of flow of Cffq, (b) CNL becomes broken

with the terminating out of a line of CNs, (c) C/Vl becomes held between the two which.are coexistent with each other but ClVr did not

hold. Both of the lines of flow of CNc, last, (d) the inverse of (c). Changes in the form of (c) or (d) are not seen in "usual" worlds. Refer

to Section 3.5.

F o r  t h e  s t a t e‐s e t  S F  a t  e a C h′∈rぬ, w e  d e i n e  a  f a m i l y  n / / 1  o f  i t S  S u b s e t s  a s

Lズ≡Π二"″(′)∈И=二ι野, Ls=&(S≠の,
s∈r′()

ノ′≡ {И⊂SrlASLP ι И has corresponding SUBJECT}.

*/, corresponds one-to-one with the total of SUBJECTs whose corresponding ASLPs refer to t e Tttt. From all of the

subsets offi which contain w(r), the condition at (3) selects out specific ones as elements of sl, (e.g., only the ones which

are connected on & are the eiements of .d,). The logical connection CNL between SUBJECTs whose corresponding

ASLps refer to t e Tto corresponds one-to-one with the inclusion relation C1 on .il,. The causal connection CNg, from

SUBJECTs whose .orr"rponding ASLPs refer to t - e, to SUBJECTs whose corresponding ASLPs refer to t' corre-

sponds one-to-one with a relation di('-e") defined as

A t-,oQ-",') At e O-vG't) (A,,) : A,-,.

4(r-r'r) i* the necessary and sufficient causal concluding relation, defined on ol,-, x .d, (here we ignore the possibility of

CNc with skips on Th). Getting these results together, the structure (9,CNv,CNg) and the structure

({d,},{c, }, {ot'-''') } ),.ru are in one-to-one correspondence.
" 

Now, we consider aiamily {o,}rc.,o of bijections from S, onto itself. The image of d'by o,,

g , :  { B  c s , l r l  e d t ,  B : o , ( A ) \ ,

is a family of subsets of S,, with all of its elements containing u(4 = o'(w(t)). For all t e Tto,let o, preserve the structure

on S, brought by the condition at (3) (e.g., q is an isomorphism on S,). Then, any element B of 8r satisfies the condition

at (3) (e.g., connectivity), and any subiet of S, not belonging to 6, does not satisfy the condition at (3). Therefore,

defining a relation y(-e'tl on gr-c x Q, as

p(t-c,t) : or o O(-e,t\ o o-,]u,

B,-rYt(t-',tl g, e 41-U-'"\ (8,) : B,-,,

ytu-e'r) corresponds one-to-one with @0-"') on d,-, x .d,.

_ c  Φ
( 3 - C , t )、

(10)

スt

■

ん

Ｌ
Ｆ

島
嘔バt―C,3)

And o, being bijection, the inclusion relation on.&, corresponds one-to-one with the inclusion relation on 8,.

Geiting these res,rlts together, the structure ({fi,},{c,}, {yU-'r)}),€r,u and.the structure ({-cy',}, {c,}, {@('-'")}),.2"n,
are in one-to-one correspondence. Therefore, the new world, which has {ry'tt-''rl1reru,, &s its tirne evolution rule and

v,o: {o,(w(t))},.r,, as the way it has actually been up to /0, is described as the same structure (9,CNL,CNc) as the

original world, and these two worlds are equivalent from the viewpoint of the proposed framework.

βt_c
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(11)

(12)

The equivalence relation between worlds is a reflection of the fact that the proposed framework does not presuppose
the state-set. The difference in a equivalent class is ascribed to arbitrariness of the external observer's viewpoints.

2.4. Defnition of the whole of necessity

In this section, using the causal connection, CNg, and the logical connection, CNy, we define the whole of necessity
for a SUBJECT, that is the content of the SUBJECT. The point here is that the whole of necessity is defined only by the
structure (9, CNL, CNq), and does not inquire of the origins of the SUBJECTs, or the connections of necessity, in the
conventional framework based on the state-set.

The complexity of the world's dynamics is reflected in the diversity in the flow of CNs, especially in the lengths of
continuation of CNg in the causally backward direction. We relate it to the definition of the whole of necessity. First, we
define a set lfCNs(L) of SUBJECTs on a line of flow of ClV3 to a SUBJECT L as follows:

l. if Cl/c(L,M), then M is an element of lfCNg(L);
2. if M is an element of lfCNc(L) and CNg(M, N), then N is also an element of IfCNg(L);
3. only SUBJECTs which satisfy either of the conditions l, 2 are elements of fCN6(L).

Then, we define the whole of necessity for L, which is denoted by L, as a following structure (see Fig. 4):

' r$): {K € gl'Me tfcNc(K),.N € tfcNc(L),cN1(N,M)}
I: etrW),CNL).

This definition means roughly that in all SUBJECTs which send CNr to L, only _ones whose receiving CNs continue not
longer in the causally backward direction than L's receiving Cl/c take part in L. The maximal form of L is

( { K∈ ノ IC耽 ( L , K ) } , C N L l e

The labels L, M, N, . . . have no contents in themselves. The difference in the content of L, therefore, should be defined
only by the difference in the structure of i.

2.5. Meaning of the whole of necessity

The above definition of the whole of necessity was determined by trial and error. In this section, to understand the
meaning of the definition, we describe what parts of the world are to have large contents according to the definition.

By definition (l l), a SUBJECT L with the larger whole of necessity must satisfy the following conditions:

Cl L receives CNr from more SUBJECTs;
C2 the CN6 to L continues longer in the causally backward direction;
C3 in SUBJECTs which send CN1 toL, more of them receive Cffg which continue not longer in the causally backward

direction than the one received by L.

The condition Cl obviously means that the part which is represented by L is a larger part of the world, which contains
more degrees of freedom.

Next, we shall consider the condition C2. An ASLP which specifies a limited degrees of freedom is causally con-
cluded by an ASLP which specifies more degrees of freedom. Especially in worlds with infinite degrees of freedom, as we
trace backward (and forward as well) the causal concluding, the ASLPs in general specify more and more degrees of
freedom, by this "diffusion of causality". Therefore, when some condition which reflects a structure defining nearness
between states - such as connectivity or convexity - is imposed for the definition of SUBJECT at (3\, C2 requires that in

O SUBJECT
* CAIa

'-*, CltrC

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the definition of the whole of necessity. When the C/V6's and CN1 between the SUBJECTS are as on
the left-hand side, the whole of necessity, I, for l, is defined as on the right-hand side.
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tracing backward the causal concluding of L, the "diffusion of causality" toward more degrees of freedom should be

gentle. In other words, the condition Ci means that the part of the world which is represented by L should be relathtely

closed with respect to causality.
The SUBJECTs which t"nd CN, to L represent sub-parts of the part represented by L. Therefore, the condition C3

means that most of these sub-parts should be relatiuely opened with respect to causality, compared with L.

To sum up, by definition (t i) of tne whole of necessity, a larger part of the world, which is more highly isolated from

its environment, and whose internal degrees of freedom interact more strongly, is to have larger content.

2.6. Dtuersity of the whole of necessity

In this section, we shall mention the diversity of the whole of necessity for SUBJECTs.

In complex worlds, we anticipate the diversity of the whole of necessity, regarding three aspects of the parts of the

worlds corresponding to SUBJECTs. That is:

e heterogeneity regarding which degrees of freedom the part of the world consisting of;

. ron-*orotonicity of the whole of necessity regarding how large the part of the world being;

. non-monotonicity of the whole of necessity regarding how detailed precision the part of the world being specified with.

In Section 2.5, the size of the whole of necessity was focused on. From definition (11), however, the whole of necessity

can have diversity also with respect to their complexity. The diversity of the whole of necessity with respect to their

complexity is another aspect which we anticipate for complex worlds.

We shall consider two extreme cases; discussing in the same way as in Section 2.5, when all parts of the world interact

equally strongly with the others, CNc to all SUBJECTs continue uniformly short. Then, by definition (11), for any

SugfiCf thi whole of necessity is nearly in its maximal form (12), and the diversity does not exist. On the contrary,

when all parts of the world are equally isolated from others, CiVg to all SUBJECTs continue uniformly long. Also in this

case, the whole of necessity for any SUBJECT is in its maximal form, and the diversity does not exist. As seen from this

discussion, for the whole of necessity to be diverse with respect to their complexity, the world should be complex, with

the strength of the causal interaction being uneven.
Characterization of the complexity of the whole of necessity is a work of the future. A hopeful idea is to measure it

by the size of algorithm needed to describe the whole of neceisity I : Qf &),CNr-) as a directed-graph.

2.7. Description of systematicity

The description of the entire world's dynamics is given as the structure (9,CNv,CN6), and the content of a

SUBJECT is given as the whole of necessity ior the SUBJECT. Therefore, the systematicity of a part of the world in its

dynamics is described as the time evolution of the whole of necessity for a SUBJECT representing the part, in the

siructure (g, CNy,CN6). For the description, it is necessary to define the sequence of SUBJECTs along which the time

evolution of the whole of necessity is to be tracked.
The establishment of the sequence of SUBJECTs is equivalent to the establishment of identity of a SUBJECT with

some causally backward SUBJECTs. Standpoints for the establishment of the identity of SUBJECTs are roughly di-

vided into the following two waYs:

(Exo) presuppose the identity of sUBJECT sfrom an external aiewpoint, independently of the connections of necessity;

(nnm) define the identity of SUBJECTs based only on the connections of necessity.

An example of standpoint (Exo) is to consider SUBJECTs whose corresponding ASLPs refer to a specific spatial region,

or specifii degrees ol freedom of the world, with a specific accuracy, to be identical to each other (spatial regions,

degiees of freidom, and accuracies are distinguished from an external viewpoint). As examples of standpoint (Endo),

on-e would plainly view SUBJECTs on a line of flow of CNs as identical SUBJECTs, or it is possible to adopt more

complicated settings, where sequences of SUBJECTs which satisfy some maximality with respect to succession of the

whole of necessity are sequences of identical SUBJECTs.
The essence of the .on".pt of the state-set in the conventional framework is a presupposition of the identity and

grouping of states at different times. Therefore, the conventional framework can be considered to represent standpoint

in*) dn the other hand, (Endo) is a new standpoint for examining systematicity, which defines the identity of

SUBJECTs based only on the constituent elements of the proposed framework. We believe that (Exo) is a shortcut

method to treat systematicity from an external viewpoint in an informal way, and for the description of systematicity

intrinsic to the world, it is important to pursue some standpoint closer to that of (Endo).
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Once the identity of the SUBJECTs is established,it becomes possible to track the tilne evolution of the whole of

necessity.Firstly,fora SUBJECT L,we determine the sequence{L′ ,L″,….}Of SUBJECTs identical to itin the causally

backward directione Along this specinc sequence of identical SUBJECTs,we can evaluate the fonowing:

● how long the sequence ofidentical SUBJECTs has lasted;

● along the sequencQ 9f§UlJECTs,how the whole of necessity has changed;
● in the change.… ,iL″,L′,■`how the ratio of succeeded components has changed.(A succeeded component is also

dennOd by the identity of SUBJECTs.)

Also,by evaluating these matters for an ensemble of SUBJECTs(oVer the whole 6f(ノ,CNL,CNC),if pOssible),
● how sequences ofidentical SUBJECTs are related to others,

is understood fronl a viewpoint oflooking around the entire world's dynanlics.These are an lnatters that the framework

attords fbr the description of systematicity in the world's dynanlics.

3。Basic features of worlds

ln this section,we pick up a Few cases of how the basic features of a world are renected in the description of the

world's systematicity,and how the choice regarding the dennition of sUBJECT at(3)in SeCtiOn 2.l inauences the

description of the dynanlics.We lilnit the discussion here to the difR)rence in the■ow of CNc,not rnentioning the tilne

evolution of the whole of necessity.

J.ノ.ルυθr′めJ″ryグレツθrJJS

InitiaHy,we study the dependence ofthe■ow of CNc on the world's invertibility,ilnposing no condition at(3)。Here,

we exanline only usual worlds,whose tilne evolution rules derive states at a tilne only from states at the tilne immediately

before ito Then,“the world is invertible"means that the time evolution rule,φ(1'′+S):sr→Sr+s,is always one‐to―one,
including both cases ofthe rule being reversible,i.e。,invariant under time reversal,and notinvariant under time reversal.

When the world is invertible,for any N satisfying τ (N)=′ ∈rr°,M With τ (M)=′
―C Satisfying CNc(N,M)is

determined uniquelyo Conversely,for any M satisfying τ (M)=′
一C,N,τ (N)=′ satiSfying CNc(N,M)is alSO deter‐

nlined uniquelye Hcre,′―c denotes the tilne inllnediately before re From this,no beginning or ternlinating exists in the

■ow of CNc,and an the lines of■ ow of CNc last from a time to the time immediately after it,without any skips.

In contrast,when the world is non‐invertible,meaning that the map φ(`~C'r)is multi―valued,for Z′⊂島,non‐uniquc

M⊂ 島_c WhiCh satis～名 箕φ
け~°

0′)∧φ
←~らの

0嬌)=二 ′may existo THs corresponds to the exおtence of non‐unique

SlUBJECTs which are coexistent with each other,and causally conclude the salme SUBJECToln these SUBJECTs,only

the one whose corresponding ASLP's referring set is φ (′'′~C)(zr)at′―C Sends CNc to the SUBJECT whose corre―

sponding ASLP's referring set is ttr at′,satisfying the necessary condition at(9c)。The Other SUBJECTssend CNc to no‐

one,and hence,many lines of■ ow of CNc run out。

3。2.Ca″′加ガヶqノr/7`功ノκα″つJωげ″θrJ冶

When no condition is imposed at(3),the■ OW Of CNc does not depend on the continuity of the world's tilne

evolution ruleo However,if some condition renecting the top01ogical str,cture ofstate‐set,Sr,Such as the connectivity of

the ASLPs'referring sets,is imposed,then the■ ow of CNc depends on the continuity of the tilne evolution rule.

For a connected ASLP」 V referring to a tilne r,the ASLP」惚「which refers to the tilne F一c immediately before r and

causaHy concludesノVttay be disconnectedo lfthis is the case,asthe SUBJECT corresponding to■ グdoes not exist,then N

corresponding to Ⅳ does not receive CNc,atleast from the SUBJECTs whose corresponding ASLPs reFer to r― co ln

particular,if a connected ASLP which causally concludes fV does not exist in any previous time,it rneans that a line of
■ow of CNc has arisen.

The same discussion holds fbr the fbrward direction ofcausality as weH.It means the possibility of ternlinating in the

■ow of CNc.

J.3。滋 ″rたαψ̀ `′0/′力θめ′“α′,1′“げWθ,0腸

For worlds whose tilne evolution rules are invertible and continuous,ilnposing no condition at(3),orilnposing some

topological conditions,makes no difR)rence to the skeletal structure of the■ow of CNc。 (Of course,direrences are rnade
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to the whole of necessity for each SUBJECT, because ./ depends significantly on the choice of the condition.) On the

other hand, if some rottditioo reflecting the metric structure of the state-set, ,S,, such as the convexity of the ASLPs'

referring sets is imposed, then some difrerence among these worlds may appear.

For ixample, in worlds whose time evolution rules generate chaotic behavior, for a convex ASLP N referring to a

time t, the ASLP M which refers to the time r - e immediately before t and causally concludes l/ may not be convex

from the effect of folding. If this is the case, there exists no SUBJECT corresponding to M, and therefore N corre-

sponding to -l/ does noireceive CNs, at least from the SUBJECTs whose corresponding ASLPs refer to t-e- ln

bounded worlds with recurrence, however, a convex ASLP which refers to some time in the past and causally concludes

N is expected to exist. In this case, the lines of flow of Ci[6 do not arise or terminate, but may have large and irregular

skips on T'0.
On the other hand, in a

structure of the flow of CNs
world whose time evolution rule maintains the convexity on the state-set, the skeletal

is like the one in the case of imposing no condition at (3).

3.4. lAords with spatial extent

In the examples given above, their state-sets do not (explicitly) have spatial extent. However, in many worlds, the

state-set, ,S,, is decomposed into space D and set Qas of local states at every position d e D as,S, : fIoroQo,,6 : AD it

ea,, : efor all d e D and t e Thi.Then, we can ilassify the conditions at (3) into ones concerning structures of the set

of io"ut rtutes, e, and ones concerning structures of the space, D. Here, we discuss the dependence of the flow of CNc on

the conditions reflecting structures of the space, D' imposed at (3)'

When the state-set ii expressed as S, : llo.rQo,,, the referring sets of an ASLP I in the form of expression (2) arc

decomposed in the following form:

Lt: Lln) x tl Q,,,, Ll')UftQ,,,.
u€D-V oev

We call V the domain of space referredby Z. The first term of the right-hand side represents specification of local states

of the domain of space referred to by z, and the second term represents the domain of space which is not referred to

bv L.
For example, if our definition states that only the ASLPs which refer to the domains of space connected with respect

to a topology on D - here we call them spatially connected ASLIs - have corresponding SUBJECTs, then it leads to a

paralle'l disJussion to the one above concerningihe continuity of the world's dynamics. That is, when the time evolution

iule contains only actions through medium, lieeping continuity on the space, then any SUBJECT corresponding to a

spatially connectid ASLp receives Cl/s from a SUBJECT corresponding also to a spatially connected ASLP. Therefore,

imposing topological conditions at the (3) does not affect the skeletal structure of the flow of Cilc. In contrast, when the

time evolution rule contains some action at distance between disconnected spatial regions, for a spatially connected

ASLp, the spatially connected AsLp which causally concludes it (is causally concluded by it) may not be determined

uniquely. This implies a beginning (terminating) line of flow of clvc.

3.5. More exftaordinarY worlds

In all the cases discussed above, the worlds' time evolution rules derive any states at a time only from states at the time

immediately before it. For this reason, as stated in Section Z.l,itis sufficient to consider only the SUBJECTs whose

corresponding ASLps are in the form of expression (l). In these cases, as long as the time evolution rules are deter-

ministlc, the Ctgl relation between two sequences of SUBJECTs defined by CNs does not change without beginning or

terminaiing of either of the lines of flow of CNs. Therefore, the changes shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d) do not occur.

As worlds where such changes in the ClVr relation o@ur, ones whose time evolution rule have a non-uniform delay,

or ones where the g depends on each present time may be possible. The pursuit of such worlds with extraordinary

features seems to lead us especially to the study of concepts of non-classical states. However, the possibility of phys-

ically meaningful worlds which generate such situation is a question remaining for future investigation.

4. Application to second-order ECA

In this section, an application of the proposed framework to very simple dynamical models as worlds is shown. The

models studied here ari second-order elementary cellular automata. The definitions and discussions in Sections 2 and3

are concretized through this example'

(13)
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4.I. Formulation oJ' second-order ECA

1105

Cellular automata (CA) are abstract dynamical models, each site i on discrete space (lattice) 1is associated a local
state variable q; ranging over a finite set {0,1,. ..,k-lI=Q, and they are updated synchronously at every discrete
t imestep teZ.

Dynamics of a first-order CA is defined by the following local euolution rule,which determines the local state of a site
i at time I * I from local states of neighbors of the site i at l:

91+l=.ヵ鮮χ。 (14)

X is a finite set called neighborhood, which is applied to a site i yielding i's neighbors i + X : {i + xlx e X}. f is a
function called rule table, which takes lXl number of local states as arguments; and returns a local state. The
local evolution rule induces a global eoolution rule Q, which is applied to a configuration s(r) = (d),r, € I :_ S of the
CA:

g : s ( t ) r * s ( r + l ) ,  t e Z .

In general, the global evolution rule of first-order CA is non-invertible. That is, different configurations s(l),r(r) e S
may yield the same s(r + l).

Now, let us consider cases where the lattice f is one-dimensional (I : Z), the local state variables can take one of
&: 2 values (0, e {0, l} : Q), and the neighborhoodX : {-1,0, l}. Then, the local evolution rules of these first-order
CA are represented as

91+l=/(夕|_!,91,71+l)・

These specifically simple first-order CA are called elementary cellular automata (ECA), and their dynamics has been
studied thoroughly in various aspects [5]. A rule table/of first-order CA takes three binary variables u, u.gu-"nts, and
returns one binary variable. So there are22" :256 possible rules. We can describe a rule table/by a seiof .,possible
arguments/returned value" as

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

lH/θ7,HO/ε6,101/θ5,100/Q
011/C3,010/62,001/θl,000/60(ら

∈{0,1})

and assign a rule number R = Dl=o c,,2" uniquely to each possible rule table [6]. Rules which satisfy ct : c4and ca
are called symmetrical rules. Therc are 28-2: 64 possible symmetrical rules.

Now, we show the formulation of second-order CA. Lattice, time, local states, neighborhood and neighbors are
defined in the same way as in first-order CA. The local evolution rules of second-order CA are defined as

グ
十1=.ヵ

峰χ一グ
~l mOdた.

For a determination of a local state at I * l, second-order CA require not only local states of its neighbors at t, but also
the local state at r - l. From the above definition, when we define the configuration at t as s(t) = ((q',-r),r,,(q,,),.,) €
d x Q' : S, the global evolution rule

φ:S(′)卜→S(′+1), ′∈Z,

always becomes invertible[7].ThiS iS proved by the fact that the ttυ `′T′わσα′′・ι′ル der市ed from expressiOn(17)

グ
~1=力

峰χ―グ
+i modた

,

determines (q',-t),r, uniquely from (gf ),., and (qf+r),.r. The existence of the inverse local rule makes easy the application
of our proposed framework to second-order CA.

Corresponding to definition (15) of first-order ECA, second-order ECA are defined

91+1=/°(91_1,91,91キl)一gl~i mod2.

The evolution rule of second-order ECA is also specified by the rule number ofl Space-time patterns genemted by
second-order ECA with some rules are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Space-time patterns of
configurations on a lattice with
respectively. (a) R - 0, (b) R -
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(b)

(C) (d)

some second― ECA rules with tilne■ owing downwards.The rules act upon randonlly chosen initial

l/1=40 sites with periodic boundary condition.Black and white correspond to local states O and l,
1 5 0 , ( c ) R = 1 0 4 , ( d ) R = 9 5。

4.2. SUBJECT

Here, the definition of SUBJECT in Section 2.1 is applied to second-order ECA.

ASLps are represented as denotations of partial state specifi.cations. Fundamental element of the partial state

specification is 4 pointwise state specification

イ=C(σ∈2)

of a local state of a

{(″=)ε}×

Siteノ∈r ata time /1 € Tt, . This pointwise state specification has a subset

0

(20)

( 2 1 )

Jtttf野

7鸞 翻夕 :∬器 11:eworld憮額uJけb∝L upわ ■ep resent tilneぬ。When a pointwise state

specincation(20)satiSnes c=弓l,itS denotadon(21)contains ω“.In this case,we say that this pointwise state speci―
ncation is″′・ὶ`e Any ASLP in the fbrrn of expression(1)iS represented as the denotation of one of the fbllowing partial

state specincations:

(1)pOintwise state specincations which are true;

(2)partial state specincations obtained as a cottunctiOn(∧)Of pointwise state specincations,an of which are truc;

(3)partill State specincations obtained as a dittunctiOn(∨)Of pointwise state specincations,at least one of which is truc;

(4)partial state specincations obtained by connecting ones which satisfy one of l-3 arbitrarily with∧
and∨ .

Now,it is necessary to deterll■ine the condition at(3)in SeCtiOn 2。l for ASLPs to have corresponding SUBJECTso For

sirnplicity,we denne that only ASLPs which are denotations of partial state speciflcations in the fb■owiillg fbrin:

(■1…
0911_′;71~l・・・911)=(И′|・

‥″|+′;″|~10…V171軍|)(ノン0,′∈r′0), (22)

which are obtained as a conjunction of true pointwise state specifications of an interval i,...,i + I (l ) 0) on the lattice

f at a pair of consecutive times t,t - l, have corresponding SUBJECTs (Fig. 6(a)).

Ｌ

「

■
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*・0…・0

(C)
……・0*

・・…・0*

・・…・●*

*・・…"

*・・…・・

*・・二0・・・

Fig. 6. Partial state sp€cifications which have correspondent SUBJECTs, and the determination of the causal concluding relation
between them are shown. The rectangles (E) represent points wherc the true local states are specified, and the aster.isks (*) represent
points where the local states are not specified, on the space-time. (a) We define that only ASLPs as denotations of the partial state
specifications in this form have corresponding SUBJECTs. In determining the partial state specification at (t - l,t - 2) which causally
concludesthepart ia ls tatespeci f icat ionat( t , t - l ) , (b) locals tatesofs i tes je{ i+1, . . . , i+ / - l }  a t t -2aredeterminedul iquelyby
the loca l s ta teso fs i t esT€ { t+1 , . . . , i * / - l } a t t and the loca l s ta teso fs i t es / ce  { i , . . . , i + l } a t t - l .On theo the rhand , ( c ) t ode te rm ine
thelocal states of sites iand i* I att- 2, all possiblelocal statesof sitesi- I and i+ l+ I atr- I must beconsidered, respectively.

This condition for ASLPs to have corresponding SUBJECTs is very restrictive, and we see it as follows. The
Hamming distance r/ between two configurations s(l), r(r) e ^s, s(r) = ((s!),.r; (d,-t),r,) and r(r) = ((y')iriQ/,-t),.,) at t,
can be defined as

〃(S(′),″(′))≡ΣE191-月|+ΣE191~!―バ
~lト

′cノ               ′ ∈′
(23)

In terms of the Hamming distance, a connectivity of subsets of ,Scan be defined; when for any pair of elementsx,y of a subset
I of S there exists a sequence of elements {ai e A},r1r,...,r,t,y of A (.1/ may be infinity if I is an infinite set) and they satisfy

H(x,a1) :  l ,

H ( a , , a i * 1 ) :  |  ( ;  e  { 1 , . . . , N  -  l } ) ,

H ( a y , y ) :  l .

Let A be connected on S. It is evident that all ASLPs as denotations of the partial state specifications in the form of
expression (22) are connected in the term of this definition of connectivity.

4.3. Connection of necessity

4.3.1. Logical connection CNy
From the definition ( ) of logical connection CN1 in Section 2.2, existence of CN1 between two SUBJECTs is de-

termined by the inclusion relation between the spatial intervals to which the corresponding two partial state specifi-
cations are referring.

We shall consider a partial state specification in the form of expression (22), which specifies the local states of an
interval !i,...,i + /l of /+ I in width, at (t,t - l). This partial state specification includes two state specifications of
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――→ C N L
ヽ

か          ~

Fig. 7. ForaSUBJECTcorrespondingtoapartialstatespecificationintheformofexpression(22)olanintervalof /+ I :5inwidth

(represented by the bottom vertex), the total of SUBJECTs which send ClVr to it is shown. CNr which can be obtained by the transitive

law are omitted.

intervals of′in width,IJ,….,J十′-ll and[J+1,… .,J十′l,at the same pair of times(′,′
-1).It also includes three

partial state specincations of intervals of′
-l in width,[J,…・,J+′

-21,[J+1,… 。,J十′-ll,and[J+2,… 。,J十ノl,and

so forth.And inaHy,it includes′ ―卜l pointwise state specincations.

FroHl this inclusion relation between partial state specincations,for a SUBJECT which corresponds to the partial

state specincation of an interval of′4 1 in width,the total of SUBJECTs which send CNL tO it is arranged in a py‐

ramidal form with′ +1 layers(Fig。 7).

イ.J.2。0班 rα′θθ“κ̀ε′わ“CNc

Second‐order ECA are “ usual" worlds, the entire state of which at tilne r is specined by a conaguration

S(′)=((71)に F;(g:…
1)た

′),and S(′ )iS determined only f10om s(′
-1)O TherefOre,the causal connections between SUB―

JECTs are deternlined according to deinitions(8a)―(8c)and(9a)_く9C)in Section 2.2.

Firstly, we show how the causal concluding relations between partial state specincations are deternlined by the

inverse of the local evolution rule(19).Here we fbcus on the partial state sPccincations in the forΠl of expression(22)

with′>2,at(′,′-1).The cases of′=O and l can be discussed in the same way。

Local states,1ゴ・…91軍たl are determined uniquely fromク1+10…91+′_l and σ:~10…91ゴ,by the inverse of the local
evolution rule(19)(Fig.6(b)).On the other hand,to detennine a local state 7:~2,caCh of the possible values in{0,1}Of
9:=|,WhiCh the original partial state specincation does not specify,must be considerede ln the same way,to determine

夕舞f,Cacl of the pOssible values in{0,1}Of 91軍 |+l muSt be considered(Fige 6(c)).Accordingly,the partial state spec‐

incation at(′-1,′ -2)which Causally concludes,necessarily and sumciently,the partial state specincation in the form

of expression(22)at(′,″
-1)iS expressed as

( g i I I…
・91軍;+l; 9 : ~ 2 .…91プ)=( 0″ :~l e…可軍10;J O″|ゴ

…・WI軍|_l r O ) V ( 0可
~10…

可軍11;′OWIゴ
…・WI軍|_l r i )

∨(1可
~10…

″1軍10;′1″:ゴ
…・″1軍|_1■う∨(1″:~l・

…
可軍11;′l W iゴ

…・″1軍|_l均)・

Here

Jo=/(0,W「1,Wi軍|)一″lmOd2,

ノl=/(1,Wi~1,″輝|)一″lmod2,

ro=/(WI軍|_l,″1軍|,0)一″|十′mOd2,

ri=/(″1軍た1,ル1軍|,1)一″|+′mOd2。

When JO=Jl and和 =ri are satisned,this partial state specincation at(′-1,′-2)agreeS With the form of expression

(22).Then it has corresponding SUBJECT,which sends causal connection CNc to the SUBJECT which corresponds to
the original partial state specincation at(′,′-1)・COntrary to this,when′0≠′l or rO≠rl,the partial state specincation

does not agree with the form of expression(22).And besides,by tracing backward the causal concluding ofit fllrtherっ
one can never get to a partial state specincation with the form of expression(22).TherefOre in this casc,the SUBJECT

corresponding to the original partial state specincation at(′,′‐
-1)dOes not receive CNc。

Consequcntly, the condition that only the partial state specincations in the form of expressio,(22)have their

corresponding SUBJECTs is proved to be a deanition which inake CNc apply only when the``dirllsion of causality"

toward wider spatial domain does not occuro This is a special example of the discussion in Section 2。5.

Based on the above deinitions,second‐order ECA with symmetrical rules can be divided into four classes(A)to(D),

according to the direrences in the■ow of CNc,asin Table l.In second―order ECA with class(A)ruleS,an suBJECTs
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Table I
Classification of second-order ECA with symmetrical rules, according to the diflerence in the flow of CNq

1109

Class Len Inf Rules

(A)

( B )

( C )

(D)

∃

　

一

∃

一
　

一

∃

R=0,51,204,255

R=90,105,150,165

パ:=・1,4,5,18,19,22,23,32,33,36,37,50,54,

55,72,73,76,104,108,126,127,128,129,132,133,

146,147,160,161,164,179,200,201,205,219,223,232,236,2519254

R==77,91,94,95,109,122,123,151,178,182,183,218,222,233,237,250

The column labelled "Len" gives the existence of variety in the lengths of continuation of C/V6 for different SUBJECTs. The column
labelled "Inf" gives the existence of the lines of flow of CN6 which continue infinitely. "f" and "-" represent existence and non-
existence, respectively.

receive CNs, and hence no beginning or terminating exists in the flow of CNq. An example is R : 0, with its typical
dynamics shown in Fig. 5(a). In second-order ECA with class (B) rules, on the other hand, no SUBJECTs receive CNg,
and hence the flow of Cilg does not exist. An example is R : 150, with its typical dynamics shown in Fig. 5(b). With
class (C) or (D) rules, the presence of Cils depends on each SUBJECT, and there is a variety in the flow of CNs. In
second-order ECA with class (C) rules, some lines of flow of CNc, may continue infinitely. Such lines of flow of Cllc
correspond to periodic "wall" patterns which divide the spatial lattice l into isolated sub-regions. The "wall" pattern is
exemplified in Fig. 5(c), which is generated with a class (C) rule R : 104. Time evolutions of spatial domains between
two "walls" become inevitably periodic, although the period may be considerably long. In second-order ECA with class

Table 2
With rule R : 104 which belongs to class (C), tracing backward the causal concluding relations for possible partial state specifications
in the form of expression (22), of intervals of / + I : 3 in width, are shown
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1 0 1
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Some of the partial state specifications which cau be obtained by reflection are omitted. "?" means that the local state at the tirne
depends on the local states outside the interval, and hence the line of flow of CN6 begins at the time. "**" represents the same pattern is
periodically repeated, and it means the existence of "wall" pattern.
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Table 3

With rule R = 95 which belongs to class (D), tracing backward the causal concluding relations for possible partial state specifications in

the form of expression (22), of intervals of / * I : 3 in width, are shown
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110          101

?0?          011
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1 1 1      1 1 1
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110          110
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1 1 1

000

000
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?0?

1 1 1

100
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? 1 ?

110          110

010          001

?0?          001
_          110

_       ? 1 ?

111        111
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?0?          000
_          110

_       ? 1 ?

The notation is the same as that in Table 2. "**" indicating the existence of "wall" patterns does not appear.

(D) rules, on the other hand, no "wall" patterns exist, and the time evolutions become aperiodic in general. An example

is R:95, with its typical dynamics shown in Fig. 5(d).
For possible partial state specifications in the form of expression (22) with I :

relationi are traced backward, with R : 104 and R : 95, are shown in Tables 2 and
of the variety in the flow of CNc.

how long the causal concluding
respectively. They indicate a part

The vvhole of necessity

From definition (ll) in Section 2.4, the whole of necessity for a SUBJECT L which corresponds to a partial

state specification in the form of expression (22) is determined by the following procedure; firstly, it should be obtained

how long the CNc received by L continues in the causally backward direction. Secondly, also for all SUBJECTs

which send CIL to L, how long the CNg received by each of them continues in the causally backward direction should

be obtained. Then, in all these SUBJECTs, only ones whole receiving CNc continue not longer than L's receiving CNc

take part in L (Fig. 8). Therefore, the whole of necessity L for L is, in general, a part of the structure (12) shown in

Fig.7.
lccording to this procedure, in second-order ECA with class (A) or (B) rules, for all SUBJECTs, the whole of

necessity areln their maximal forms (Fig. 8(a) and (b)). With class (C) rules, SUBJECTs which correspond to the partial

state spicifications of regions between two "wall" patterns have the maximal whole of necessity, which does not change
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Fig. 8. The determination of the whole of necessity. For SUBJECTs represented by the vertices, let the numbers attached to each of
them on the left-hand side represent the lengths of continuation of CNg to them in the causally backward direction. Then the whole of
necessity for the SUBJECT represented by the bottom vertex is determined as on the right-hand side. (a) Cases where all SUBJECTs
receive Cilq which continue infinitely. (b) Cases where no SUBJECTs receive CNc. (c) The SUBJECT receives CNg which continues
infinitely. (d) An example in general circumstances with class (C) or (D). Clfr which can be obtained by the transitive law are omitted.

in the time evolution (Fig. 8(c)). Here we give some examples about the whole of necessity in a dynamics of second-
order ECA with a class (D) rule R : 95, which will concretize the discussions in Sections 2.6 and 2.7.

What are shown in Fig. 9 are the whole of necessity for some SUBJECTs, whose corresponding partial specifications
are about different spatial regions at different times. The differences between (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) illustrate the
heterogeneity of the whole of necessity regarding which degrees of freedom the part of the world consisting of. In ad-
dition, the partial state specification of (c) includes that of (a), and the partial state specification of (d) includes that of
(b), respectively. Therefore, the difference between "(a)-(c)" and "(b){d)" illustrates the non-monotonicity of the whole
of necessity regarding how large the part of the world being. I

In Fig. 10, some examples of the time evolution of the whole of necessity are shown. In the succession from (a") to
(a') to (a), the SUBJECTs are on the same line of flow of CNs. From (b") to (b') to (b), on the other hand, Clfs does not
hold between the SUBJECTs. Therefore, when two SUBJECTs connected by Cly's are defined to be identical, from the
standpoint (endo) in Section 2.7, (alla"\ shows the time evolution of the whole of necessity for identical SUBJECTs,
but (b)-(b") shows merely the comparison of the whole of necessity for different SUBJECTs.

t The non-monotonicity of the whole of necessity regarding how detailed precision the part of the world being specified with is
omitted from the discussion here, by the definition of SUBJECT in Section 4.2.
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Fig. 9. The whols of necessity for four SUBJECTs. The corresponding partial state specifications of (a) and (b) specify 6 sites width

,"!ionr, and the partial state specifications of(c) and (d) specify 8 sites width regions, including those of(a) and (b), respectively. The

notation is the same as in Fig. g. The lower figure shows extractions, from a space-time pattern, of the partial state specifications to

corresponding the SUBJECTs of (aHd), respectively. The space-time pattern is the same as that shown in Fig. 5(d)' with 0 and I

representing local states.

Applying the proposed framework to the entire world enables us to describe how parts of the world with large and

"o-pt.i"ootent 
(thi whole of necessity) are distributed in the world, and how they behave in the world's dynamics.

Although the discussion in this section is elementary, it provides a prospect for how the higher-order systematicity in

more complex worlds will be described by our proposed framework.

5. Discussion

In this section, some related topics remaining for future investigation are mentioned, and a final conclusion is

presented.

5.1. Dfficulty in couering all SUBJECTs

Even in worlds with state-sets containing finite elements, as its size enlarges the total number of ASLPs increases

combinatorially, and hence it becomes impractical to cover all of the SUBJECTs. In worlds with state-sets containing
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Fig. 10. The whole of necessity for six SUBJECTs, whose corresponding partial state specifications specify two 6 sites width regions at
three successive pairs of times. The notation is the same as in Fig. 8. From (a') to (a') to (a), the SUBJECTs are connected with CN6..
From (b") to (b') to (b), no CNc holds between the SUBJECTs. The lower figure shows extractions, from a space-time pattern, of the
partial state specifications corresponding to the SUBJECTs of (a)-(a") and (bf(b"), respectively.

infinite elements, as the total of ASLPs becomes infinite, it is even basically impossible to cover all of the SUBJECTs in
a procedural way, unless some highly restrictive condition is imposed at (3).

Therefore, it becomes necessary to estimate the systematicity in the world's dynamics by applying our frame-
work to some limited set of SUBJECTs in Jz. Although how a set of such 'oessential" SUBJECTs can be deter-
mined is a problem faced in studying each specific world, for example, the concept of generating partition in the
theory of dynamical system [8] may be applicable. Let !F denote a generating partition of the world's state-set.
First, we focus on the SUBJECTs whose corresponding ASLPs are cells of refinements, S,, = Vl=o {-t$, contain-
ing co'o, and study the skeletal structure of the flow of Cl/q between these SUBJECTs. Then, we study how the
SUBJECTs corresponding to other ASLPs are added to this skeletal structure.

Yet the general specification of generating partition is a difficult problem. Therefore, practical applications of the
methods proposed for the study of chaotic systems have been restricted to low-dimensional systems (e.g., [9]).To apply
the framework to larger worlds utilizing concepts in nonlinear dynamics, such as generating partition, more progress in
the conventional methods will be needed.
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5.2. Relution to discussions regarding the modelling of complex systems

The framework proposed in this paper is originally to describe a single world's systematicity. However it may shed

some light on general discussions about the extraction of universality in natural phenomena and about o'good model"

to describe it [0].
A good model is often discussed in terms of its structural stability. A model being structurally stable means that the

behavior of the model does not change topologically for a slight change in the model's time evolution rule. Satisfaction

of this stability is usually considered to be an assurance that the model's behavior is reproducible.

On the other hand, some people claim that it is essential for the computation power or adaptability of biological
(natural) systems to take advantage of a kind of instability which brings breakdown in the simulation relation [11].
Here, the simulation relation means the existence of a homomorphism which maps the description of system from one

view-level to the one from another (coarser) viewJevel. The breakdown in this relation is considered to occur when the

system's nature is not secured in a single view-level. For example, in [12], the importance of such instabilities, especially

in cross-scale interactions for biological organizations, is stressed
Corresponding with the ideas of this discussion, the question that the requirement of structural stability may be too

restrictive for good models has been proposed. For example, in the context of renormalization theory, it is discussed

that a good model should be structurally stable with respect to the reproducibly observable aspects, but unstable with

respect to the hard-to-reproduce aspects of the actual system [13].
lncluding the definition of structural stability, these discussions were proposed within the conventional framework

based on thi concept of the state-set. It will be an interesting subject for future study to reconstruct such discussions

based only on the difference of worlds described in our proposed framework.

5.3. Conclusion

11 this study, we have proposed a new framework to describe the systematicity in the dynamics of deterministic

worlds, substituting for the conventional framework based on the concept of the state-set. Our framework describes the

world's systematicity in terms of the SUBJECTs and the connections of necessity among them, not requiring an ex-

ternal observer to evaluate the content of how the world actually is, as "among other possibilities, it is so." Another

feature of our framework is that it equally allows for the world's states at all levels to be its primary elements,

SUBJECTs, and does not presuppose an "atomic level" for the systematicity (cf. [14]).
The discussions in this paper have been limited to the effect of the difrerences in some basic features of worlds, on the

description of the systematicity. In applying our framework to some large and complex worlds, we will study how

differences in higher-order systematicity can be described. In addition, as we have focused in this paper on the re-

description of worlds described by the conventional framework using our proposed framework, in the future we will

explore the contrary direction, "in what world in the conventional framework would a given world's systematicity

described in our proposed framework be embodied".
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